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Model Build - Revenue

We can start calculating our revenue now. We're happy with all of our assumptions so we

can use this to calculate all of our revenue.

First of all we need to calculate how many cups of coffee we think we're going to sell every

day and we know on average that's 120 cups. We'll link that through to there and now we

know that we need dollar signs around it so hit F4. We now need to add in our seasonality.

The seasonality variance changes from month to month so we're not going to put in any

dollar signs. We'll multiply that, link it through and copy it across.

We know that 40% of the cups that we sell are large and 60% of them are small so we're

going to multiply that out. We'll link that through to here. 40% is large. I just want to make

sure that I’m linking through to the right thing, I've just changed my formatting right there.

So I'm making sure that I'm pulling through to the right thing. It's quite important here that

we keep our order sensible and logical so I did large and I did small on my calculations page,

on my assumptions page I did large and then I did small, so always trying to keep things in

the same order is going to save you trouble later on.

I take that 40% here and absolute reference it because I don't want that to change and then

same with the 60%. Go back into there and multiply that by the 96 and just change my

formatting back into ordinary numbers. I just did a bit of check there, I highlighted the two,

look at the bottom and I can see that it's a 96 and then copy those across and in my total I

can just do one plus the other or I can do equals SUM and copy that across. That's going to

be my sales every day.

Just to be sure, I can see that the 96 and the 108 are exactly the same but just to be

absolutely sure I going to put in an error check. Always look for the opportunity to put an
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error check into a financial model. If you see that this amount should be equal to that

amount just put an extra line in for an error check because it might add up this time but

maybe later on you might accidentally put different percentages and may not realise that

they don't add up to 100%. Let's do a very simple error check. There's a couple of ways of

doing them. You can do an IF statement. That number there less that number there and so

that gives me a zero. I'll just change the formatting because I can't see anything, I've got my

zeros suppressed on this sheet. I'm going to change that so I can just see a dash which I

prefer rather than see nothing because otherwise I might not realise that there's a formula

in there. I can copy that over and you can see that there's no problem because one minus

the other is equal to zero.

This a really good opportunity to put in some conditional formatting as well. It should be a

zero and if it's not, I want to see it straight away. Go into conditional formatting, highlight

cell rules and say if the cell value is not equal to zero then make it a nice bright red colour or

whatever colour you like. Let's change the font colour as well.

Let's test that error check now. What if I were to put in 45%, I'm playing around and I don't

realise that those two totals don't add up to 100%. Let's go back to here and you can see

error check, flag alert, there's a problem. The other way you could do it is to say IF that cell

minus that cell doesn't equal a zero then you might want to put in the word error. But every

now and again you can get a false error so the way that we've done it here is very simple

and I quite like to be able to see the size of the error as well. I'll go back in and remove the

error.

That's gives me the total number of cups sold per day. What I need to calculate now is my

revenue. The price for my large, I can pick up from my assumptions here. That was $4.00

and the price for my small, don't be fooled by my formatting, it's just because I have an

extra decimal place in there, so it's that amount there multiplied by the large cups and it's

that amount there multiplied by the small cups. Copy it across, put in your dollar signs, F4

there we go and copy that across. My daily sales I can add those up, copy that over and so

that's the amount of sales I'm making every day and then I just need to convert that to a

monthly amount. I'll say daily sales multiplied by the number of days in the month which I
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can pick up straight from my assumptions sheet. I don't want those extra decimal places in

there, I'll get rid of those and copy it across and that's our revenue.


